Decomposition methods have been proposed in the past to approximate solutions to large sequential decision making problems. In contexts where an agent interacts with multiple entities, utility decomposition can be used where each individual entity is considered independently. The individual utility functions are then combined in real time to solve the global problem. Although these techniques can perform well empirically, they sacrifice optimality. This paper proposes an approach inspired from multi-fidelity optimization to learn a correction term with a neural network representation. Learning this correction can significantly improve performance. We demonstrate this approach on a pedestrian avoidance problem for autonomous driving. By leveraging strategies to avoid a single pedestrian, the decomposition method can scale to avoid multiple pedestrians. We verify empirically that the proposed correction method leads to a significant improvement over the decomposition method alone and outperforms a policy trained on the full scale problem without utility decomposition.
INTRODUCTION
It is difficult to handcraft decision making strategies for autonomous systems in complex environments. The burden is placed on the designer to anticipate the wide variety of possible situations and explicitly program how the autonomous agent should behave. There has been growing interest in automatically deriving suitable behavior by optimizing decision policies using reinforcement learning (RL) [9] . There are many domains where the agent must interact with multiple entities. For example, in the autonomous driving context, these other entities may include other vehicles on the road. RL can have difficulty scaling to such domains because the state space grows exponentially with the number of entities. One way to approximate solutions to problems with multiple entities is to decompose the state space into pairwise interactions and to learn the utility function with each entity individually. The solutions to the individual subproblems can be combined in real-time through an arbitrator that maximizes the expected utility [13] . Applications to aircraft collision avoidance with multiple intruders explores summing or using the minimum state-action values [4, 11] . While these approaches tend to perform well, they are still suboptimal because the solution to each subproblem assumes that its policy will be followed rather than the best policy considering all subproblems [14] .
Another approach to scaling reinforcement learning algorithms is to leverage the representational power of deep neural networks in modeling the utility function. Although this approach can handle domains such as Atari games and complicated manipulation tasks, it often requires millions of training examples and requires long training times [8, 10] . To minimize training time, transfer learning can take advantage of prior knowledge. For example, an existing controller or a human expert can gather high reward demonstrations to train an autonomous agent on only these examples [17] . Another transfer learning approach uses a regularizing term to guide the agent towards regions where it has prior knowledge of the appropriate behavior [7] . Multi-fidelity optimization has been combined with model-based reinforcement learning [5] , where a learning framework is proposed for efficiently deciding between sampling from an inexpensive low-fidelity simulator and a real world data. This paper presents an approach for scaling RL algorithms to problems with multiple entities using utility decomposition with corrections represented by a deep neural network. Borrowing concepts from multi-fidelity optimization, we learn a correction model to improve an existing pairwise approximation of the optimal utility function. We first present how such approximate solutions can be easily found by decomposing sequential decision problems into individual subproblems. The value functions to the subproblems can be combined using utility fusion to approximate the utility function of the global task. We then introduce the concept of surrogate corrections with neural representation, originally from multi-fidelity optimization, to improve this globally suboptimal policy. Finally, we empirically demonstrate the advantage of this technique on an autonomous driving scenario. It is shown that the policy resulting from the correction method is faster to learn and also gives better performance than a policy learned directly.
BACKGROUND
In this section we introduce a common mathematical framework for formulating sequential decision making problems as an optimization of a reward over time. A utility function is defined to represent the expected reward that th agent can accumulate from a given state while acting optimally. For large problems, the utility function can be approximated by a combination of utility functions of simpler sub-problems.
Markov Decision Processes
Sequential decision problems are commonly formulated as Markov decision processes (MDPs). An MDP can be formally defined by the tuple (S, A,T , R, γ ) where S is a state space, A is an action space, T a state transition function, R a reward function, and γ a discount factor. At time t, an agent chooses an action a t ∈ A based on observing state s t ∈ S. The agent then receives a reward r t = R(s t , a t ). At time t + 1, the environment transitions from s t to a state s t +1 with a probability Pr(s t +1 | s t , a t ) = T (s t +1 , s t , a t ). The agent's objective is to maximize the accumulated expected discounted reward given by ∞ t =0 γ t r t . A policy π : S → A defines what action to execute at a given state. Each policy can be associated to a state-action value function Q π : S × A → R, representing the expected discounted value of following the policy π . The optimal state value function of an MDP satisfies the Bellman equation:
where s is the current state of the environment and s ′ a next state reachable by taking action a. This paper focuses on approaches where the transition function is not directly available. Instead the agent has access to a generative model from which the next state is sampled. The Bellman equation can be defined more generally as an expectation over the next state:
Once Q * is computed, the associated optimal policy is given by π * (s) = arg max a Q * (s, a). Similarly, we define the utility of a given state as follows:
In this paper we are interested in a single agent planning problem against multiple non-cooperative entities.
Utility Decomposition
Utility decomposition, which is sometimes called Q-decomposition [14] , involves combining the utility functions associated with simple decision making tasks to approximate the solution to a more complex task. Each subtask i is formulated as an MDP and is first solved in isolation. The function Q * i represents the optimal value function to solve the subtask i. In non-cooperative multi-agent settings, these subtasks are pairwise interactions. Solving the global task is then achieved by fusing the utilities associated with each subtasks. More formally, it requires defining a function f such that:
Q * is the optimal value function associated with the global task. The state variable can also be decomposed and we can assume that each of the value functions Q * i uses subset of the information contained in s to solve the simpler subtask. One approach to this decomposition, presented by Russel [14] , involves decomposing the reward function additively. Each term of the sum is then optimized individually by a sub-agent. To solve the global problem they then choose f to be the sum of the individual value functions. They show that using the tabular Q-learning algorithm the solution does not achieve optimality, although decomposition of the reward model has been demonstrated to work well empirically [13] .
The simplicity of the approach makes it a very appealing technique to find an approximately optimal solution to a complex decision making problem. In many problems involving non-cooperative multiple agents, utility fusion can help to scale the solution. A common setting for utility decomposition occurs when an autonomous agent must make decisions involving multiple entities. One example is collision avoidance problems [4] , where the autonomous agent must avoid multiple moving targets. In this setting, the decomposition approach consists in solving the task of avoiding a single target. When interacting with multiple entities, the agent computes the value associated with avoiding each entity i assuming it is the only entity to avoid. Solving for pairwise interactions rather than the global problem requires exponentially less computations since the size of the state space often grows exponentially with the number of entities to consider in the planning. The global utility is then computed by summing the individual value functions or by taking the minimum over each entity to avoid. Summing the value functions, as in Equation (5), implies that all targets to avoid are independent.
It equally weighs the utility of a user in a safe zone of the environment and a user in a more dangerous zone. Instead, another strategy is to consider to take the minimum as follows:
In Equation (6) , taking the minimum will consider the target with the lowest utility. Given a reward function penalizing for collisions, it will consider the target that action a is most likely to harm. This approach is more risk averse. A detailed example of the decomposition method for a collision avoidance problem for autonomous driving is discussed in Section 4. Equation (5) and Equation (6) will be referred to as the max-sum and max-min approaches respectively since the action to execute is obtained by arg max a f (Q * 1 (s 1 , a), · · · , Q * n (s n , a)). A disadvantage of this approach is that it requires choosing a fusion function that will play the role of arbitrator between the different utilities considered. The choice of this function can greatly affect the performance of the global policy and has no guarantee of optimality. Instead it provides a low-fidelity approximation of the optimal value function for little computational cost once the individual utility functions are computed.
DEEP CORRECTIONS
A method that leverages the decomposed utility functions to guide an RL algorithm to reach an optimal policy with less experience is introduced here.
Deep Q-Networks
In MDPs with discrete state and action spaces, the value function can often be represented by a table and computed using dynamic programming. In many reinforcement learning problems, the state space can be very large or even continuous, making it impossible to explicitly represent the value associated to every possible state. Instead, the value function is represented by a parametric model such as a neural network: Q(s, a; θ ), referred to as a deep Q-network (DQN). This technique approximates the value of every possible state with a limited number of parameters θ .
Computing the parameters of the network can be formulated as a learning problem. An objective function to minimize, based on Equation (2), can be expressed as follows:
The parameter θ − defines a fixed target network. The loss function is computed and minimized using sampled experiences. An experience comes from interacting with the environment over one time step where the agent in state s takes action a, transitions to state s ′ , and receives reward r . The action a is selected using a ϵ-greedy strategy. The original Q-learning algorithm uses a single Q-network in the objective function but fixing the parameters in a target network for several steps has been shown to help the convergence of the algorithm [10] . If Q satisfies the Bellman equation, then the loss should be zero. By taking the gradient of J with respect to the parameters θ , we obtain, given an experience (s, a, r , s ′ ), the following update rule:
where α is the learning rate, a hyperparameter of the algorithm. This algorithm often requires many experience samples to converge and can be unstable and difficult to tune. Fortunately, there are several innovations to improve network training, such as double DQN, dueling network architectures, and prioritized experience replay [15, 19, 20] . These are the three improvements to the deep Q-learning algorithm that we used in this paper.
Although this algorithm can handle high dimensional state spaces, it requires a lot of experience samples to converge (on the order of millions for Atari games [10, 20] ). Experience can sometimes be generated using simulators but for applications where simulation is expensive or inexistent, the deep Q-learning algorithm can become impractical. When applying reinforcement learning to accomplish a difficult task, a possibility is to decompose it into simpler subtasks for which you can afford to run algorithms such as deep Q-learning.
Policy Correction
Computing the optimal Q function with the deep Q-learning algorithm requires many experience samples mostly because the agent must go through a random exploration phase. By introducing prior knowledge into the algorithm, the amount of exploration required to converge to a good policy is drastically reduced. In this work, we consider that prior knowledge takes the form of a value function. No specific representation is needed. The decomposition method described above would be a simple and efficient way to generate prior knowledge. There are many techniques to approximate the value function, such as discretizing a continuous state space or using domain expertise such as physics-based models. If a controller already exists, a value function can be estimated using the Monte Carlo evaluation algorithm [18] . Given an approximately optimal value function, the objective is to leverage this prior knowledge to learn the optimal value function with as little computation as possible.
The method we propose is inspired by multi-fidelity optimization. Consider a setting with two models of different fidelities: an expensive high-fidelity model (f hi ) and a low-fidelity model (f lo ) providing an inexpensive but less accurate approximation. In multifidelity optimization, the goal is to maximize an objective function f approximated by these two simulators. However, only using the high-fidelity model would be too expensive since many queries are probably needed to optimize f . On the other hand, relying only on the low-fidelity model might lead to a poor solution. Instead, we could construct a parametric model that approximates f hi but is inexpensive to compute. Such a surrogate model can represent the difference between the high-fidelity and the low-fidelity models [6, 12] :
where δ is a surrogate correction learned using a limited number of samples from f hi . Commonly used models to represent δ are Gaussian processes or parametric models. In this work we focused on additive surrogate correction, but a multiplicative correction or a weighted combination of both would be a valid approach as well [6] . Reinforcement learning can be reshaped into a multi-fidelity optimization problem. Let Q lo be our low-fidelity approximation of the value function obtained from prior knowledge or from a decomposition method. The high-fidelity model that we want to obtain is the optimal value function. The surrogate correction for reinforcement learning can be described as follows:
In regular multi-fidelity optimization problems, samples from f hi (x) are used to fit the correction model. In reinforcement learning, Q * (s, a) is unknown, so a temporal difference approach is used to derive a learning rule similar to the Q-learning algorithm. We seek to minimize the same loss with the target network as presented in Section 3.1. The main difference lies in the representation of the Q function, which can be substituted by Equation (10) . Only the corrective part is parameterized. As a consequence, when taking the gradients with respect to the parameters, the update rule becomes
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Instead of learning a Q-value representing the full problem, an additive correction is represented as a neural network. By using this representation of the corrective term, all the innovations (dueling, prioritized replay, double Q-network) used to improve the DQN algorithm can also be used to learn the correction. Although the algorithms are similar, learning to represent the correction to an existing value function should be much easier than learning the full value function.
An illustration of the deep correction architecture along with the decomposition method is presented in Figure 1 . In order to use this approach jointly with a decomposition method we can substitute Q lo by the results from utility fusion. For example substituting eq. (5) in eq. (10) would lead to the following approximation of the global Q function:
The value functions Q * i come from the subproblem solutions. In the collision avoidance setting, the value functions are the same, although other settings could use distinct value functions to represent Q * i . We can see from the update rule with correction that these functions are constant with respect to θ . In practice, if a neural representation is used for the subproblem solutions, then the weights of the subproblem networks are frozen during the training of the correction term.
The deep Q-learning algorithm used to learn the correction term does not have any theoretical convergence guarantees. However we demonstrate in section 4 that despite of the lack of guarantees, the deep Q-learning approach still learns good policies. Intuitively, starting with the policy from utility fusion significantly reduces the amount of exploration in DQN. If the low-fidelity value function is a good approximation of the optimal policy, the update rule leads the corrective term towards zero. This formulation is also flexible. A regularization term could be added to the loss function to minimize the impact of the corrective factor if one has trust in the low-fidelity policy.
APPLICATION
This section is dedicated to applying the deep correction approach in addition to the decomposition method. It provides empirical results that demonstrates the advantage of learning the correction term.
Occluded Crosswalk
To illustrate the policy correction technique, we chose to focus on an autonomous driving scenario involving a crosswalk occluded by a physical obstacle as presented in Figure 2 . The objective of the agent (the ego car), is to navigate through the crosswalk safely and efficiently. It must avoid potential pedestrians crossing the road. The agent must anticipate uncertainty and trade off between gathering information and reaching the goal position.
This problem can be modeled as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). Contrary to an MDP, the state is not fully observable. In this crosswalk scenario, partial observability comes from the presence of a physical obstacle occluding the field of view of the sensors. Previous works propose modeling tactical decision making for autonomous driving as a POMDP [1] [2] [3] . One of the biggest challenges is to find a representation that makes the problem tractable. Bandyopadhyay suggests a discrete formulation to address a pedestrian collision avoidance problem [2] . Although the method provides an efficient policy, it is unlikely to scale in avoiding multiple pedestrians since the size of the state space would grow exponentially. Other approaches solve the problem in the continuous space and rely on sampling based methods, but suffer from the curse of dimensionality when trying to handle multiple road users [1, 3] . In this work, we suggest a similar formulation of the problem in the continuous domain. To scale the problem efficiently, we use the decomposition method presented in Section 2.2. We learn a corrective term to refine the approximation and improve performance. The state of the environment consists of the position and velocity of the ego car as well as the position and velocity of the pedestrians. The autonomous vehicle measures its own position and velocity, the position and velocity of the pedestrians that are not occluded, and a constant value s absent for the pedestrians that are not visible. Observing s absent can mean either that a pedestrian is in the occluded area or that it is simply absent from the environment.
The action space consists in a set of strategic maneuvers such as hard breaking, moderate braking, keeping a constant speed, accelerating represented by a finite set of acceleration inputs:
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• A time out, if the agent fails to pass the crosswalk under 20 s, for which the reward is 0.
• A success, if the agent reaches a goal position about 6 m after the crosswalk. A reward of +1 is received. Time efficiency is not explicitly present in the reward function. Instead, a discount factor of 0.99 will encourage the vehicle to gather the final reward as fast as possible, since the value of the reward decays exponentially with time. Given the structure of the reward function, two evaluation metrics are defined. The first one is the collision rate across many simulations, and the second one is the average time to pass the crosswalk. These metrics account for safety and efficiency respectively. There is a natural trade-off between these two objectives, which makes this autonomous driving scenario a multi-objective optimization problem. The state variable as formulated consists of two dimensions for the ego vehicle and two dimensions for each pedestrians considered. As a consequence, the dimensionality grows exponentially with the number of agents considered. Many POMDP solvers would suffer from this representation [1] [2] [3] . Instead, the computational cost of the decomposition only increases linearly in the number of agents considered. One query of the individual utility functions per pedestrians considered is required to combine the utilities online.
We compare the performance of three different approaches to solving this occluded crosswalk scenario.
Deep Q-learning.
The first approach uses deep Q-learning to solve the full problem. This scenario is naturally continuous and can be handled by a neural network representation of the value function. We used the hyperparameters from Table 1 . A challenge for the occluded crosswalk problem is that the number of pedestrians present in the scene is unknown. For the sake of simplicity, the number of pedestrians was capped to ten. As a result, there are twenty-two state dimensions, with two dimensions for the ego car position and velocity and two dimensions for each pedestrian position and velocity.
When a pedestrian is not observed, its position and velocity are set to the constant value s absent . This implementation limitation could be improved by using recurrent neural network to handle the partial observability, but this is left as future work. To address partial observability in the neural representation we use a k-Markov approximation that consists in approximating the POMDP structure by an MDP where the state consists of the last k observations:
The Q-network is given a history of the last four states [10] .
Utility Fusion.
The occluded crosswalk problem originally requires avoiding multiple pedestrians. A good decomposition of the utility for this problem considers the utility of avoiding a single pedestrian, similar to avoiding a single intruder aircraft [4] . For each pedestrian i in the environment, the ego vehicle observes a state s i consisting of its own position and velocity as well as the position and velocity of the pedestrian. The agent then computes the optimal state-action value Q * (s i , a) assuming i is the only user to avoid. The state-action value measures the expected accumulated reward of taking action a and then following the optimal policy associated with user i. By using Equation (4), the agent can approximate the solution of the global value function. In this work we considered two functions to combine the value functions as presented in Equation (5) and Equation (6).
Policy Correction
. Finally, we demonstrate the deep correction method. By using the two policies described above as a lowfidelity approximation of the optimal value function, an additive corrective term is learned. The correction function is represented by a neural network, which is optimized through the approach presented in Section 3.2.
Experiments
All proposed solutions methods involve training a Q-network: on the full problem, on the single pedestrian problem, and on the corrective term. In order to fairly compare the three methods, a fixed training budget of one million experience samples was used for all three methods. For the policy correction technique, part of the sample budget was used to train the decomposed policy. The sample budget is divided equally between training a Q-network on the single pedestrian problem and training the corrective term. A hyperparameter search was executed to select the neural network architecture and the target network update frequency. Other parameters were set to common values found in the literature [10, 16, 20] .
During training, the agent interacts with the environment following an ϵ-greedy policy. The value of ϵ is scheduled to decrease during training, and we found that the amount of exploration greatly influences the final policy. For the three approaches (training from scratch on the full problem, training on the problem with only one pedestrian, and training the correction factor), a random search over the exploration schedule was conducted. The exploration fraction values represents the fraction of total training time used to linearly decay ϵ from 1.0 to its final value. Each training sample [16] α =0.7, β =1 × 10 −3 Exploration fraction search between 0.0 and 0.9 Final ϵ search between 0.0 and 0.1 is initialized randomly, the ego vehicle starts at the same position with a velocity uniformly sampled between 6 m/s and 8 m/s. The initial number of pedestrians and their positions and velocities is also randomly sampled. From this initial state, the state is updated given the action of the agent and the dynamic model described in section 4.1. All trained policies are evaluated in an evaluation environment that differs from the training environment. It has a finer time discretization, and the model followed by the pedestrian is less stochastic, as reported in Table 2 . The weights of the networks are frozen during the evaluation. Each simulation is randomly initialized: random initial velocity for the ego vehicle, random number of pedestrians present with a random position and velocity. Each trained policy is evaluated on the two metrics of interest that are averaged over a thousand simulations: collision rate and time to pass the crosswalk. Since these two objectives are conflicting, Pareto optimality is used to decide if a policy is better than another. Formally, we say that a policy dominates another if it outperforms the other policy in one objective and is no worse in the other objective. From this definition, we can draw the Pareto frontier associated with all the generated policies from the hyperparameter search. The frontiers for the three approaches is represented in Figure 3 .
We analyzed the benefit of the policy correction technique in terms of learning speed. Assuming that solving the single pedestrian problem does not require any training, we looked at the evolution of the performance of the corrected policy during training of the correction function. In our application, the single agent policy also requires training a deep Q-network. However this solution could come from an existing controller or from a model based planning approach that does not require sampling. In Figure 5 , we froze the weights of the network at regular intervals during the training and evaluated the policy in the evaluation environment. The corresponding networks in Figure 3 are the fastest one guaranteeing safety (zero collisions over the thousand simulations). The metrics chosen for this experiments where the number of crashes, successes or time-outs which are the three possible outcomes of a simulation in the occluded crosswalk scenario. A simulation ends in a time-out if the ego vehicle is not able to cross in less than 20 s.
Results
The Pareto frontiers on Figure 3 show a domination of the policy correction method. If we keep one objective fixed, we can always find a policy computed with the correction method that outperforms the two other methods in the other objective. A reasonable approach would be to fix the safety level at 0 % of collisions over the thousand simulations and use the policy that minimizes the time to pass the crosswalk. Using the max-sum fusion, the fastest safe policy has an average time to cross of 10.06 s. By adding the correction term, the policy achieves an average time to cross of 9.84 s. Using max-min, the policy reaches an average time of 9.65 s, and 8.38 s with the correction. The deep Q-network policy has a time to cross of 10.70 s. For both utility fusion methods, max-sum and max-min, the addition of the corrective factor not only leads to an improvement in the policy but also outperforms the deep Q-network policy. The max-min decomposition method even dominates the Q-network trained on the complex environment. This result illustrates that the choice of a good function for combining the utilities can provide a good policy without training in the multi-pedestrian environment. However, Figure 3 shows that the max-sum decomposition without correction does not dominate the Q-network approach. In the scenario of interest, considering the agent with the minimum utilities favors risk averse behavior, resulting in safer policies for a given time to pass the crosswalk. To gain intuition on the difference between these policies, we can visualize them on a two-dimensional slice of the state space in Figure 4 . To generate this representation we ran simulations with the ego vehicle driving at a constant speed of 6.0 m/s (not reacting to the policy), and a single pedestrian fixed at a given position along the crosswalk. Although the policy is being tested against one pedestrian, it is still assuming that there might be multiple pedestrians. Figure 4 shows the actions returned by the policy at a given ego car position along the road and a given position of the pedestrian. The pedestrian is located at 25 m along the road and the ego car is moving along a horizontal line that intersects the crosswalk at 0 m. All plots show a red zone just on the left of the position (25, 0) representing a braking behavior when a pedestrian is in the middle of the road. The larger to the left the red area is, the more the car will anticipate the braking. Similarly, all the policies present a vertical red zone before 15 m along the road, indicating that the car will slow down regardless of pedestrian position. This behavior is natural since the presence of the obstacle hides a lot of information. A safe behavior is to slow down until the vehicle has more visibility. These plots can help us visualize areas of the state space where the policy might be suboptimal. For example, the two policies using the decomposition method without the correction present a braking area after the crosswalk although this area of the state space is safe, and nothing should prevent the car from accelerating. These suboptimal parts disappear or shrink when adding the correction term.
Finally, we looked at the evolution of the policies performance during training. Although they where trained with half the samples, the policies with the correction term converge. Since the policy resulting from the decomposition method already has performances close to the deep Q-network policy, only very little exploration is required to learn the corrective term. The max-min decomposition results in more stable training than the other policies, and the three metrics converge after about three hundred thousands episodes. The networks achieving these performances result from the hyperparameter search on the exploration schedule. The corresponding values are reported in Table 3 . When training the corrective term, the amount of exploration to reach good performance is an order of magnitude lower than training DQN on the global problem.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Utility fusion methods efficiently find approximate solution to decision making problems where an agent interacts with multiple entities. Once a solution for interacting to a single entity has been computed, solutions can be combined to solve the global problem. Although computationally efficient, combining the utilities Figure 4 : Visualization of the policies from the decomposition methods, the policy correction approach and using a deep Q-network. It assumes that the velocity of the car is 6 m/s and that the pedestrian is not moving. The color at a given point represents the action the ego car would take if it is at a certain position along the road and the pedestrian is at a certain position along the crosswalk.
with simple functions, such as max-sum and max-min, leads to a suboptimal solution. To overcome this problem we presented a novel technique to gear an existing suboptimal policy towards the optimum by learning a correction term. The correction term is represented by a neural network and is learned using deep Q-learning. This method inspired from multi-fidelity optimization can significantly improve a policy computed with the decomposition method. We verified this statement empirically on an autonomous driving scenario involving an occluded crosswalk. Adding the corrective factor lead to a much more efficient policy than using the decomposition only. It also outperformed a deep Q-network policy trained on the full scale problem. We also demonstrated that learning the corrective factor can be done with fewer training samples than directly learning the value function of the multi-entity setting. In the future, more sophisticated multi-fidelity optimization techniques could be used to represent the correction term. Rather than an additive correction, we could try a multiplicative term [6] . Another possibility involves learning the function used for utility fusion itself. A straightforward extension would be to learn a linear weighted combination of the utilities from the single entity problem. Finally, we would like to explore the generality of the correction method. We wish to extend the use of decomposition methods to correcting policies coming from potentially different solving techniques such as an offline POMDP solver. Further experiments for different applications than the one presented in this paper could also highlight the benefit of learning a correction to an existing policy.
